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PRIVATE TRANSFER FEE RECORDING REQUIREMENT MAY HAVE TO
BE AMENDED TO CLARIFY THAT FEES THAT ARE STRUCTURED IN
NEW WAYS ARE COVERED
THE QUESTION
Should the C.A.R.-sponsored statute that requires private transfer fees (PTFs) to be
recorded as a condition for payment of the PTF be amended to address fees that are not
triggered by a change in ownership or that are not based on the sale price?
ACTION REQUIRED?
Optional.
POSSIBLE POSITIONS
1. Sponsor legislation to amend the statute that requires private transfer fees to be recorded
so PTFs whose payment is not triggered by a change in ownership or that are not based on
sale price are covered by the statute.
2. Support legislation to amend the statute that requires private transfer fees to be recorded
so PTFs whose payment is not triggered by a change in ownership or that are not based on
sale price are covered by the statute.
3. Other.
4. Nothing.
DISCUSSION
Private transfer fees (PTFs) came to the attention of C.A.R. approximately eight years ago.
PTFs are generally imposed by the developer and require the homebuyer -- and any
subsequent purchaser of the home -- to pay a fee upon transfer based on some percentage
of the sale price. The monies generated by the imposition of the PTF can be used for
everything from environmental mitigation to the development of affordable housing. Or, they
may simple be a deferred profit for the developer or property owner imposing the PTF.
C.A.R. established a task force in July 2006 to study PTFs, determine what problems the fee
may cause for REALTORS®, and make recommendations to the Board of Directors. Among
the recommendations approved by the Board in October 2006 were the following:
1. C.A.R. should sponsor legislation to prohibit the imposition of any [PTFs].
2. C.A.R.’s Legislative Committee should determine in January 2007 whether legislation is
needed in connection with the disclosure of existing [PTFs] to avoid real estate licensee
liability associated with that disclosure.
SB 670 (Correa, 2007) which would have banned PTFs failed to win legislative approval.
Ultimately, C.A.R. successfully sponsored legislation -- AB 980, Chapter 689, Statues of
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2007 -- to disclose existing and new PTFs, as well as to require that the PTF be recorded as
a condition for payment of the PTF.
A second PTF task force was formed in April 2008 to examine regulating the fees rather
than banning them. The task force concluded that the legislature lacked the political will to
prohibit the fees. Instead, the task force recommended in its final report approved by the
Board of Directors that C.A.R.:
Take a “wait and see” attitude with regard to sponsoring legislation to prevent
or regulate the imposition of PTTs. Specifically, the sponsorship of any such
legislation should occur if the makeup of the legislature changes significantly
enough that it is politically feasible that the legislation will win approval.
While PTFs have not been banned, in March 2012, the Federal Housing Finance Agency
significantly restricted their use when it promulgated a rule for Fannie and Freddie backed
mortgages requiring that the funds generated by any PTF provide a direct benefit to the
encumbered property.
Returning to AB 980, the statute provides that when a PTF is imposed on real property on or
after January 1, 2008, the person or entity imposing the transfer fee, as a condition of
payment of the fee, shall concurrently record against the property a separate document
entitled "Payment of Transfer Fee Required" that includes all of the following:
1. The legal description and assessor's parcel number of the property.
2. The amount, if the fee is a flat amount, or the percentage of the home price constituting
the amount of the fee.
3. Actual dollar-examples of the amount of the fee based on various home prices.
4. The date or circumstances under which the obligation to pay the fee will expire.
5. The purposes for which the funds from the fee will be used.
6. The entities to which the fee will be paid and contact information as to where the funds
are to be sent.
7. The signature of the authorized representative of the entity to which the funds from the fee
will be paid.
Clearly, the statute assumes that the PTF will be paid upon transfer and that the PTF will be
based on the sale price of the home.
It recently came to C.A.R. staff's attention that PTFs can be structured very differently than
previously seen and, as a result, such PTFs may be determined not to come under the
requirements of the AB 980 recording requirement statute. In the case of Marina Pacific
Homeowners Association, etc. v. William M. Lansdale, et. al. (Los Angeles County Superior
Court, Case No. NC052700), the PTF was due every month and the amount was based on a
formula that included the fair market value of the property and the monthly land rent. The
case shows how a PTF can be structured to provide a continuing revenue stream and not an
obligation that's only paid upon transfer. In addition, the case demonstrates that the amount
of the PTF does not necessarily have to be based on the sale price of the property but,
instead, can be based on something else entirely different.
In Marina Pacific, the court states: "Although it may be fairly argued that there is some slight
ambiguity in some of the statutory language, the legislative materials presented do not 'shed
a reliable light' on whether the subject assignment fee is a transfer fee as defined by the
statute." Thus, the court notes the statute may be ambiguous and that the legislative history
does not provide sufficient guidance. Nonetheless, the court concluded that the PTF in
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question did fall within the purview of the statute. Another court, however, may not reach the
same result and, consequently, consideration should be given to expanding the statue to
encompass differently structured PTFs.
Should the C.A.R.-sponsored statute that requires private transfer fees (PTFs) to be
recorded as a condition for payment of the PTF be amended to address fees that are not
triggered by a change in ownership or that are not based on the sale price?
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